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Abstract. This paper presents an advanced approach to statistically analyse storm surge events. In former studies the
highest water level during a storm surge event usually was the
only parameter that was used for the statistical assessment.
This is not always sufficient, especially when statistically
analysing storm surge scenarios for event-based risk analyses. Here, Archimedean Copula functions are applied and
allow for the consideration of further important parameters
in addition to the highest storm surge water levels. First, a
bivariate model is presented and used to estimate exceedance
probabilities of storm surges (for two tide gauges in the German Bight) by jointly analysing the important storm surge
parameters “highest turning point” and “intensity”. Second, another dimension is added and a trivariate fully nested
Archimedean Copula model is applied to additionally incorporate the significant wave height as an important wave parameter. With the presented methodology, reliable and realistic exceedance probabilities are derived and can be considered (among others) for integrated flood risk analyses contributing to improve the overall results. It is highlighted that
the concept of Copulas represents a promising alternative for
facing multivariate problems in coastal engineering.

1

Introduction

Scenario- or event-based flood risk analyses in coastal areas are often performed by following the so-called SourcePathway-Receptor-Concept (e.g. Oumeraci, 2004). One of
the main challenges consists in estimating the hydrodynamic
boundary conditions. Possible future sea level changes have
to be taken into account, as well as storm surge scenarios and
wind waves. The latter may coincide with the high storm
surge water levels and play an important role for some investigation areas, while they can be neglected for others (e.g. lee

side of islands). All of the different loading factors for the existent coastal defence structures have to be jointly examined
within integrated risk analyses, as performed in the German
joint research project XtremRisK (http://www.xtremrisk.de)
for the city of Hamburg and Sylt Island in the German North
Sea.
Results from recently analysing observed mean sea level
changes in the German Bight are summarised in Wahl et
al. (2010a, 2011a). The interaction between mean sea level
changes and changes in storm surge heights (i.e. total water levels arising from a combination of astronomical tides
and a meteorological induced surge component) have recently been investigated by Mudersbach et al. (2012). The
present study focuses on the multivariate statistical assessment of storm surge events, including the wave conditions
where necessary. Most former studies only considered the
storm surge water levels to determine exceedance probabilities (e.g. Jensen et al., 2006; Haigh et al., 2010; Mudersbach and Jensen, 2010). However, especially for risk analyses, where the complete storm surge curve is used to identify the initial conditions for flood propagation in the hinterland, the temporal behaviour of the storm surge water levels should also be taken into account for the statistical assessment. When exclusively analysing the maximum storm
surge water levels, a storm surge event with two or more
high tides in a row has the same exceedance probability as a
storm surge event with only one high tide and the same maximum water level. At the same time the temporal behaviour
of storm surge water levels may significantly affect the potential losses along the coastal defence line or in the hinterland. Cai et al. (2008), for example, refer to a flood event
which occurred in North Wales in February 1990 (namely the
Towyn flood) and where defence breaches occurred during
the initial high tide while flooding arose from three successive high tides (see also HR Wallingford, 1990). In a recent
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study, Ruocco et al. (2011) first ranked flood events that occurred along the south coast of the UK (Southampton and
Portsmouth) by looking at the storm surge water levels. Secondly, they reconstructed coastal flooding based on the information from media sources (first of all newspapers). They
also report a flood event (from December 1989) that was
ranked to be only the 70th highest for Portsmouth, but still
resulted in significant flooding due to the long duration of elevated high waters. This highlights the necessity to include
such information also into statistical assessments (especially
within flood risk analyses) to be able to determine realistic
exceedance probabilities. A storm surge event with a moderate maximum water level, but consisting of two or three high
tides in a row, should have a small exceedance probability.
The same applies for an extremely high storm surge event,
where the maximum water level is only reached for a short
time period and the surrounding high tides are much lower.
Hence, more storm surge parameters have to be included
within the statistical assessment. This requires the calculation of joint exceedance probabilities. If the parameters are
not independent from each other multivariate statistical models have to be applied or the data sets have to be filtered as, for
example, described by Tawn (1988). Many different models,
which are first of all bivariate, are described in literature: for
example, the bivariate (or trivariate) Normal, the bivariate
Gumbel, or the bivariate Gamma models (see e.g. Kotz and
Nadarajah, 2000 for an overview). Applications of bivariate
models in coastal engineering mostly focussed on the joint
analysis of high water levels and wave heights or wave periods (e.g. Coles and Tawn 1994; HR Wallingford, 1990, 2000;
Hawkes et al., 2002; Galiatsatou and Prinos, 2007; Hanson
and Larson, 2008; Hawkes, 2008) or astronomical tidal water levels and surges (e.g. Pugh and Vassie, 1979; Tawn and
Vassie, 1989; Tawn, 1992; Dixon and Tawn, 1994; McMillan
et al., 2011).
Most of the multivariate models suffer from the drawback
that the marginal parameters need to be independent from
each other or that the marginal distributions need to be from
the same family. When working with a bivariate Gumbel
model, it is, for example, assumed that both of the considered parameters are Gumbel distributed. However, in reality this assumption does often not apply and one has to deal
with dependent marginal parameters with different distributions. In such cases Copula functions, first mentioned by
Sklar (1959), may be used. Copulas are very flexible joint
distributions. They are able to handle mixed marginal distributions and account for the structure of dependence overlooking the margins. When using Copulas, the dependence
function is studied separately from the marginal distributions (Salvadori et al., 2007). Although the theory of Copulas is not new, the number of papers dealing with Copula functions in many different ways has significantly increased over the last decade or so. Mikosch (2006) reports that a Google search for the word “Copula” resulted
in 10 000 responses in 2003, while today – in July 2011 –
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the same search leads to more than 2.6 million responses.
Many of the available journal papers are related to mathematical finance, risk management, insurance, econometrics and
hydrology (first of all multivariate hydrological frequency
analyses, e.g. DeMichele and Salvadori, 2003; Favre et al.,
2004; Salvadori and De Michele, 2004; Klein et al., 2008;
Karmakar and Somonovic, 2009). An interesting website
providing an overview of available papers dealing with Copulas in water science is hosted by the “Statistics in Hydrology Group” (http://www.stahy.org). The website contains
only 2 references from the year 2003, 9 references from 2004
and more than 30 references from 2010, which again highlights the explosion of activity in this field. In contrast, very
few authors addressed coastal engineering problems by using bivariate Copulas. So did, for example, de Waal and van
Gelder (2005) and Serinaldi and Grimaldi (2007) to model
wave heights and periods. Sto. Domingo et al. (2010) used
Copulas to calculate the joint probabilities of storm surge water levels and durations. Some of the ideas forming the basis
for the methodology that is presented here in detail have already been summarised by Wahl et al. (2010b). The approach
described in there has recently been adopted by Salecker et
al. (2012) to perform similar analyses (i.e. bivariate statistical storm surge analyses with Copulas) in the Baltic Sea.
One of the advantages of Copulas is given by the possibility
to extend the models and add further dimensions. Different
authors recently considered higher-dimensional (first of all
trivariate) Copula functions with respect to hydrological data
sets to perform flood frequency or rainfall frequency analyses, respectively (e.g. Grimaldi and Serinaldi, 2006a, b; Serinaldi and Grimaldi, 2007; Zhang and Singh, 2007). Wong
et al. (2010) performed drought analyses and De Michele et
al. (2007) analysed sea storms based on a trivariate Copula
model by taking the parameters wave height, storm duration
and storm direction into account. Pinya et al. (2009) applied
a nested Copula model to assess the risk of flooding in a tidal
sluice regulated catchment. A comprehensive review of multivariate Archimedean Copula models is provided by Berg
and Aas (2007).
Although Copulas have many advantages when addressing
multivariate problems and performing statistical assessments
(especially within risk analyses), Mikosch (2006) provides a
very critical review on Copulas. This resulted in an extensive
expert discussion (Genest and Remillard, 2006; de Vries and
Zhou, 2006; Segers, 2006). However, as outlined in the following sections, Copula functions represent a powerful alternative to deal with various multivariate problems in coastal
engineering.
Here, for the first time the two important storm surge parameters “highest turning point” (S) (i.e. the maximum storm
surge water level) and “intensity” (F ) (i.e. the area between
the observed storm surge water level and the German ordnance datum NN) are taken into account for statistical storm
surge analyses. The bivariate model is then extended to additionally include selected wave parameters. The three main
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Fig. 1. Results from stochastic storm surge simulation performed by Wahl et al. (2011b) for the tide gauges of Cuxhaven (left) and
Hörnum (right).

objectives of the paper are to: (1) present a bivariate statistical approach based on Copula functions to jointly analyse
the two storm surge parameters S and F (including the application of goodness of fit (GoF) tests for the model selection), (2) present a trivariate (nested) Copula model to jointly
analyse the two storm surge parameters and the significant
wave height Hs (including GoF tests) and (3) present results for selected investigation areas in the German Bight (i.e.
Cuxhaven, Hörnum and Westerland). The presented results
are used to perform scenario-based risk analyses within the
XtremRisK project.
The paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 the considered data sets are introduced. Section 3 contains detailed information about the applied methodology based on the Copula theory (Sklar, 1959). The overall results are presented
and discussed in Sect. 4 and the paper closes with a summary
of the key findings and the conclusions in Sect. 5.
2

Data

In a companion paper, Wahl et al. (2011b) present a methodology to stochastically simulate a large number of storm
surge scenarios for flood risk analyses. Simulated storm
surge events cover three tidal cycles and have a temporal resolution of 1-min. From the study, 10 million storm surge scenarios are available for the tide gauges of Cuxhaven (located
in the Elbe estuary; coordinates: 53◦ 520 0400 N, 8◦ 430 0300 E)
and Hörnum (located in the southeast of Sylt Island; coordinates: 54◦ 450 2900 N, 8◦ 450 2900 E). These scenarios are used
here as a data basis for bivariate (and trivariate) statistical
storm surge analyses. The simulation results are based on
314 observed events for Cuxhaven (from 1900 to 2008) and
175 for Hörnum (from 1936 to 2008). The available data set
is shown in Fig. 1, where the storm surges are represented by
the two parameters “highest turning point” and “intensity”
(the unit for the intensity has been divided by thousand for
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/

presenting purposes). These parameters are also taken into
account for the statistical assessment. The observed storm
surge events are shown as black dots. One million of the
simulated events are shown as grey dots and envelopes calculated from the 10 million storm surge scenarios are displayed
for presenting purposes.
In Sect. 3.3 a trivariate statistical model is introduced,
which allows the inclusion of selected wave parameters in
the statistical analyses. Therefore, observational records for
different wave parameters are needed. For both investigation
areas, Cuxhaven and Hörnum, wind waves do not play an important role due to the locations in an estuary and the lee of
an island, respectively. Furthermore, no observational data
sets are available. Hence, an empirical model to transfer the
simulated storm surge events from the tide gauge of Hörnum
to the tide gauge of Westerland is introduced in Sect. 3.2.
The tide gauge of Westerland is located on the west side of
Sylt Island (coordinates: 54◦ 540 3100 N, 8◦ 160 1600 E), where
high wind waves occur due to the exposed location. The tide
gauge provides high resolution sea level data for the period
from 1988 to 2007 and wave data are available for the same
time period from a measuring station near the tide gauge (coordinates: 54◦ 550 200 N, 8◦ 130 1800 E; water depth: 13 m). The
sea level data set is used to compile the empirical transfer
model for the storm surges (see Sect. 3.2) and the wave measurements are considered for the trivariate (or 3-dimensional)
statistical assessment (see Sect. 3.3). Figure 2 shows a scatter
plot of simultaneously measured water levels (referred to the
German ordnance datum NN) and significant wave heights
Hs . Wave heights of up to 5 m have been observed in Westerland in the past and the scatter plot highlights an existent
dependency between the two parameters. High waves tend to
coincide with high water levels raising the overall flood risk.
This has to be taken into account for the trivariate statistical
analyses.
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functions lead to good results. The uncertainties are smaller
as when fitting certain parametric functions to the available
data sets. Here, for both of the parameters S and F the following Gaussian (or Normal) Kernel Density Function K(x)
is applied (see e.g. Karmakar and Simonovic, 2008):
Z∞
−1/2 (x 2 )/2
(1)
K(x) = (2π)
e
, with
K (x)dx = 1
−∞

Fig. 2. Observed water levels (from tide gauge) and significant wave
heights (from wave measurement station) in Westerland on the west
side of Sylt Island.

3
3.1

Methods
Bivariate statistical model and Goodness of Fit tests

The exceedance probabilities of the available storm surge
events are expressed as joint probabilities of the two storm
surge parameters S and F . Figure 1 shows that these two
parameters are not independent from each other. Thus, the
simple multiplication of the exceedance probabilities of the
margins does not represent the joint probabilities and a multivariate model has to be applied. From testing different parametric distribution functions for the marginal parameters S
and F , it was found that the Generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) fits best for the parameter S. This is not surprising, as the GPD has been used by Wahl et al. (2011b) to simulate this parameter. The parameter F is not directly simulated but is given implicitly by the stochastic storm surge
model. The LogNormal distribution is found to be the most
appropriate parametric distribution function for this parameter. Hence, one has to deal with dependent marginal parameters with different distributions. As outlined in Sect. 1, Copula functions are valuable to analyse such multivariate data
sets and are applied in the following. Before the theoretical background of Copulas is briefly introduced, appropriate
univariate marginal distributions for the two storm surge parameters S and F have to be defined. It has been mentioned
above that the GPD has been identified to be the most suitable distribution for S and the LogNormal distribution for F .
As the margins are analysed separately from the dependence
function when using Copulas, this also allows for taking
nonparametric marginal distributions, such as Kernel Density Functions (KDFs) into account. Especially when large
numbers of realisations are available for the marginal parameters, as is the case for the present study, such nonparametric
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012

To calculate joint probabilities from the marginal distributions, different Copula functions belonging to different
Copula families are available. In the relevant literature, the
applied Copulas often belong to the Elliptical, the Normal,
the t-Student or the Archimedean family. Especially Copula functions belonging to the Archimedean family are often used for hydrological analyses (e.g. Favre et al., 2004),
as they are flexible and easy to construct. Here, three
Archimedean Copula functions – namely the Clayton, Frank
and Gumbel Copulas – are considered. These Copulas were
chosen as many of the authors mentioned in Sect. 1 outlined their applicability for multivariate frequency analyses
and more important, the three Copulas cover the full range
of tail behaviour. The Clayton Copula has lower tail dependence, while the Frank Copula has no tail dependence, and
the Gumbel Copula has only upper tail dependence (Schölzel
and Friedrichs, 2008).
Sklar (1959) describes the connection between a Copula C and a bivariate cumulative distribution function (cdf)
FXY (x,y) of any pair (X,Y ) as follows (also known as
Sklar’s theorem):
FXY (x,y) = C [FX (x),FY (y)]

(2)

where FX (x) and FY (y) are the univariate marginal distributions. The bivariate probability density function (pdf) reads
as:
fXY (x,y) = c[FX (x),FY (y)] fX (x)fY (y)

(3)

where fX (x) and fY (y) represent the pdf’s of the margins.
Let U and V be uniformly distributed random variables defined as U = FX (x) and V = FY (y), then the function c(u,v)
(sometimes referred to as the Copula density function) is
given by:
∂ 2 C (u,v)
(4)
∂u∂v
Further important features of Copulas and information about the theoretical background can be found in
Nelsen (1999), who provides a detailed introduction to the
subject.
The Archimedean Copulas considered for the present
study are constructed based on the so-called Copula generator φ: [0,1] → [0,∞], being a strictly monotonically decreasing function with φ(1) = 0 (e.g. Nelsen, 1999). The general
form of a one-parametric Archimedean Copula is:
c(u,v) =

Cθ (u,v) = ϕ −1 [ϕ (u) + ϕ (v)]

(5)
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Table 1. Archimedean Copula functions considered for the present study and their generator functions, ranges for the Copula parameters θ
and connections to Kendall’s τ .
Copulafunction Cθ

Generator φ(t)**

Range θ ∈

Kendall’s τ

Clayton (or Cook-Johnson)
h
i −1
θ
u−θ + v −θ − 1

t −θ − 1

[0,∞)

θ
θ +2

 −θ t 
−ln e −θ −1

(−∞,∞) \ {0}

∗

1 − θ4 1 − D1 (θ)

(−lnt)θ

[1,∞)

1 − θ −1

Frank 

− θ1 ln 1 +



e−θ u −1 e−θ v −1
e−θ −1

Gumbel
( (or Gumbel-Hougaard))
h
i1
θ
exp − (−lnu)θ + (−lnv)θ

e

−1

θ

R
* 1. Debye Function D1 (θ) = θ1 t t dt ; ** t = u or t = v .
e −1
0

Table 1 contains an overview of the Copula functions used
for the present study. Functions of the generators φ(t) are
displayed, as well as the connection between the Copula parameter θ and the rank correlation Kendall’s τ . The latter
represents a well-known nonparametric measure of dependence and is calculated from the available observations as:
 −1 X
j
N X



N
τ=
(6)
sign xi − xj yi − yj
2
j =1 i=1

with sign = 1 if [(xi − xj )(yi − yj )] > 0, sign = −1 if [(xi −
xj )(yi − yj )] < 0 and i,j = 1,2...N (e.g. Kamarkar and Simonovic, 2009). Another nonparametric measure of dependence is given by Spearman’s rank correlation ρ (Spearman,
1904), which is not used for the present study. Table 1 shows
that Kendall’s τ (here, for the storm surge parameters S and
F ) is the only parameter, which is required (in addition to the
marginal distributions) to solve the Copula functions. The
values for Kendall’s τ are found to be τ = 0.43[−] for both
of the tide gauges Cuxhaven and Hörnum.
With this information the Copula parameters θ (as shown
in Table 1) and joint probabilities for the parameters S and
F can be calculated. Alternative methods to derive the
Copula parameters θ, such as the maximum pseudolikelihood estimator, are described, for example, by Genest and
Favre (2007). Corresponding to the univariate case, appropriate Copula functions have to be identified based on GoF
tests before starting the statistical analyses. As the margins
are analysed separately, the GoF tests aim to identify a Copula function, which is able to capture the existent structure
of dependence between the considered parameters. Extensive research efforts have been undertaken in recent years to
improve GoF tests for multivariate problems and Copulas, respectively. A comprehensive review including a power study
is provided by Genest et al. (2009), as well as by Berg (2009).
Some results from sensitivity studies can be found in Berg
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/

and Quessy (2009). For the present study, two GoF tests
are applied to identify proper Copula functions. The first
test is based on a comparison of the theoretical and empirical joint non-exceedance probabilities. The theoretical joint
non-exceedance probabilities are calculated with the three
Copula functions from Table 1, where the marginal distributions are KDFs (see Eq. 1) derived from the available observations. The empirical joint non-exceedance probabilities
are calculated as shown in Eq. (7) (see e.g. Yue et al., 1999;
Kamarkar and Simonovic, 2009). This is an extension of
the approach introduced by Gringorten (1963) to derive unbiased plotting positions for the Gumbel distribution. For univariate statistical storm surge analyses in the German Bight
area Gringorten’s approach was already used by Jensen et
al. (2006) and Mudersbach and Jensen (2010) to estimate empirical probabilities (alternative approaches for the univariate
case are summarised in Stedinger et al., 2008).
i P
i
P

FXY (xi ,yi ) = P (X ≤ xi ,Y ≤ yi ) =

Nml − 0.44

m=1 l=1

N + 0.12

(7)

where the pairs (xm ,yl ) are arranged in ascending order
with respect to xm and Nml represents the number of occurrences of (xm ,yl ) with xm < xi and yl < yi , i = 1,...,N
and 1 ≤ m,l ≤ i. N is the sample size (here: 314 for Cuxhaven and 175 for Hörnum). The simulation results are
not considered for this test as the structure of dependence
between S and F is found to be the same in the observations and the simulation results (see Fig. 1). The root mean
squared errors (RMSEs) and the maximum distances (for a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)-test) are calculated from the theoretical and the empirical joint non-exceedance probabilities
to identify the most appropriate Copula function (e.g. Zhang
and Singh, 2007). The RMSEs and the KS-values are determined for all of the observed events, as well as for rare events
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012
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with empirical non-exceedance probabilities >0.8 [1/a] (see
Sect. 4.1).
A second GoF test is applied. This test compares observed
and simulated (with different theoretical Copula functions)
pairs of the two marginal parameters (see e.g. Serinaldi and
Grimaldi, 2007; Klein et al., 2008). In contrast to most other
GoF tests, this test does not calculate any critical value of a
statistic. First, large numbers (here: 1 million) of random
pairs (ui ,vi ) are generated based on the different theoretical Copula functions shown in Table 1. With the marginal
distributions FX (x) and FY (y) the generated pairs are subsequently transformed into the original units of the considered
parameters (here S and F ). Finally, the simulated pairs are
superimposed by the observed pairs of S and F (or here by
pairs of S and F from the stochastic storm surge simulation).
From the resulting plots it is easy to identify a theoretical
Copula function, which is able to model the structure of dependence between the marginal parameters.
3.2

Empirical transfer functions

As it has been mentioned in Sect. 2, wind waves do not represent an important loading factor for existent coastal defence
structures (i.e. first of all dikes) in the investigation areas
Cuxhaven and Hörnum. However, in other areas, for example
Westerland on the west side of Sylt Island, high wind waves
may coincide with storm surge water levels. For Westerland,
a long record (from 1988 to 2007; see Sect. 2) of simultaneously measured wave parameters and water levels is available (data sets from after 2007 were not available at the time
of the analyses), but no stochastically simulated storm surge
events. To transfer 10 million storm surges from Hörnum to
Westerland, an empirical model is introduced in the following.
The model is mainly based on regression functions, which
are compiled for the 25 storm surge parameters considered
by Wahl et al. (2011b) to parameterise an observed storm
surge event consisting of three tides. The parameterisation
scheme is based on 19 sea level parameters (i.e. the tidal high
and low waters and the water levels one hour before and one
hour afterwards) and 6 time parameters (i.e. the time periods
between two adjacent high and low waters). The available
observations from Westerland and Hörnum include 64 storm
surge events, which have been recorded at both sites. From
parameterising the 64 storm surge events for Westerland and
Hörnum, regression functions are derived for all of the 25 parameters. In addition to the 64 observed storm surge events,
selected extreme events from hydrodynamic model runs are
considered to build the model (Jensen et al., 2006). Therewith, a wider range of possible values is covered and regression functions can be reliably estimated. Correlation coefficients r are calculated for the 25 parameter time series
from Hörnum and Westerland (see Fig. 3). All correlation
coefficients are significant (on the 99 %-significance level
from t-test statistics) with most of them being larger than
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012

Fig. 3. Correlation coefficients for the 25 storm surge parameters
calculated based on the parameter time series from the tide gauges
of Hörnum and Westerland and 99 %-significance level from t-test
statistics.

r = 0.9[−]. Slightly weaker correlations are found for the
parameters 9 to 11, where parameter 10 is the “highest turning point” and the parameters 9 and 11 are the surrounding
parameters (i.e. the water levels one hour before and one hour
afterwards). High frequency variations often occur in the water level time series around the storm surge peaks. These
variations mainly result from small wind generated waves,
which are poorly damped by the tide gauges. This increases
the uncertainties for the affected parameters when parameterising the observed storm surge events. Lowest coefficients
(in the order of r = 0.6[−] to r = 0.8[−]) are found for the
time parameters (i.e. the parameters 20 to 25). Uncertainties from automatically parameterising observed storm surge
events are in general higher for the time parameters compared to the sea level parameters.
Based on the 25 regression functions, all of the 25 parameters of a particular storm surge event are transferred from
Hörnum to Westerland, where the storm surge curve is reconstructed by applying piecewise cubic hermite interpolation.
As an example, for the important parameter 10 the following
second order polynomial function is considered as a transfer
function:
2
P10,Westerland = 0.0013 × P10,Hörnum +
(8)
0.0464 × P10,Hörnum + 113.57
With the empirical model all 10 million storm surge scenarios are transferred from Hörnum to Westerland. By taking
these storm surge events and the available wave measurements into account, a trivariate model as described in the following Sect. 3.3 is used to calculate joint probabilities. The
value of Kendall’s τ for the parameters S and F is found to
be τ = 0.46[−] for the tide gauge of Westerland.

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/
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Fig. 4. Selected models to construct higher-dimensional Copulas.

3.3

Trivariate statistical model and Goodness of
Fit tests

It has been outlined in the introduction, that for some investigation areas not only storm surge scenarios, but also reasonable wave conditions have to be taken into account for integrated flood risk analyses. Especially during storm surges,
high wind waves may occur and potentially lead to damages along the coastal defence line or in the hinterland due to
high overtopping rates. Here, a trivariate (or 3-dimensional)
model is applied to jointly analyse selected wave parameters
and the storm surge parameters S and F . For the present
study, the significant wave height Hs is considered as it represents one of the most important wave parameters (alternatively other parameters, such as the wave period can be used).
In Sect. 1, it has been outlined that one of the advantages of
Copulas is given by the possibility to extend the models to
the d-dimensional case, where Eq. (5) becomes:
C (u1 ,u2 ,...,ud ) = ϕ −1 [ϕ (u1 ) + ϕ (u2 ).... + ϕ (ud )]

(9)

Three higher-dimensional Copula models discussed by
Berg and Aas (2007) are briefly introduced in the following. They are subsequently used to calculate exceedance
probabilities of combinations of storm surges (represented
by the parameters S and F ) and wave conditions (represented by Hs ). The first model is referred to as fully
nested Archimedean Copula construction (FNAC). Figure 4
(left) shows the construction scheme for a 4-dimensional
Copula, where one dimension is added step by step. The
4-dimensional Copula consists of three bivariate Copulas
(C11 ,C21 ,C31 ) with three generators (φ11 , φ21 , φ31 ) (note
that the subscripts of C and φ do not refer to the dimensions). This approach is restricted in its flexibility, as four
parameters are analysed, but only three mutual bivariate dependence structures are freely specified. The remaining Copula and distribution parameters are implicitly given through
the construction. In Fig. 4 the pairs (u1 ,u3 ), (u1 ,u4 ), (u2 ,u3 )
and (u2 ,u4 ) all have Copula C21 with the related dependence
parameter θ21 (i.e. all of the mentioned pairs need to have
a similar rank correlation). Furthermore, it is required that
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/

the degree of dependence decreases with the level of nesting. The same constraints as for the FNAC model also apply
for the partially nested construction (PNAC) (Fig. 4, middle).
First, the parameters (u1 ,u2 ) and (u2 ,u3 ) are coupled via
Copulas C11 and C12 , respectively, before the two bivariate
Copulas are coupled via a third bivariate Copula C21 . Again,
the pairs (u1 ,u3 ), (u1 ,u4 ), (u2 ,u3 ) and (u2 ,u4 ) all have Copula C21 with the related parameter θ21 . The third model is referred to as pairwise Archimedean construction (PAC). This
model is very flexible as more Copulas than parameters are
considered (see Fig. 4, right). The Copulas for each pair of
variables can be freely chosen and do not even have to belong to the same family. However, the construction is more
complicated and requires more computational efforts. For
more information on the described models and the theoretical background see Berg and Aas (2007) and the literature
referenced therein.
Here, the parameters S, F and Hs are jointly analysed.
The parameters are all cross correlated with each other (see
detailed explanation below). This requires the application of
a trivariate model and for the present study a fully nested
approach (FNAC) as shown in Fig. 4 (left) is considered.
First, it has to be tested whether the multivariate data set
faces the abovementioned criteria for the application of a
FNAC model. Hence, it has to be proven, whether the parameter pairs (F,Hs ) and (S,Hs ) have at least similar rank
correlations or not. Further, the values for Kendall’s τ have
to be smaller than τ = 0.46[−], which is the rank correlation calculated for the pair (S,F ) for the tide gauge of Westerland (see Sect. 3.2). It has been mentioned that the degree of dependence must decrease with the level of nesting.
To measure the dependence for the parameter pairs (S,Hs )
and (F,Hs ) wave events which occurred simultaneously with
high water levels have to be analysed. Here, a comparable small threshold for the water level of W = 85 cm above
MHW is chosen to identify storm surge events from the available water level time series for the tide gauge of Westerland.
On the one hand, this threshold still represents a high water
level, which has been exceeded 95 times (two events have
to be at least 30 h apart from each other) during the 20 yr of
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012
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Fig. 5. Scatter plots for the parameter pairs (F,Hs ) (left) and
(S,Hs ) (right).

observations (number of occurrences per year is <5). On the
other hand, a number of 95 events is large enough to capture the existent structure of dependence between the different parameters. The value for Kendall’s τ for the parameters
S and F is slightly higher when the smaller threshold is considered (τ = 0.48[−]) but does not change significantly. Figure 5 shows scatter plots for the parameter pairs (F,Hs ) and
(S,Hs ) and it is obvious that both parameter pairs have similar structures of dependence. The values for Kendall’s τ are
found to be τ = 0.36[−] for the pair (F,Hs ) and τ = 0.35[−]
for the pair (S,Hs ). There is no physical reason for the two
parameter pairs to have the same (or at least similar) rank
correlations, but it is required for the FNAC model (if the
rank correlations were different, a more complex PAC approach could be used instead of the FNAC model). Here,
both criteria for the application of a FNAC model are fulfilled: the pairs (F,Hs ) and (S,Hs ) have the same Copula
(i.e. the same structure of dependence) and the existent dependency is weaker than for the pair (S,F ).
Again, KDFs are used as marginal distributions for the
parameters S and F , resulting from transferring 10 million
storm surge events from Hörnum to Westerland. The KDFs
are shown in Fig. 11. For the third parameter Hs , 95 realisations are available and a Generalized Extreme Value distribution (GEV) of the following form is fitted to the data set:
" 
#

x − a −1/k
GEV(x) = exp − 1 + k ×
(10)
b
where a, b and k represent location, scale and shape parameters, respectively. Figure 6 shows the results from fitting the
GEV (with 95 %-confidence levels) to the available data set
of Hs . The distribution parameters are estimated with maximum likelihood approach (e.g. Rao and Hamed, 2000) and
the plotting positions are derived by following the approach
proposed by Gringorten (1963). A significant wave height of
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012

Fig. 6. Marginal distribution for the parameter Hs based on a GEV
(with 95 %-confidence bounds).

Hs = 300 cm has a return period of about 1 yr, an event with
Hs = 400 cm of about 2.7 yr and a 100-yr event is represented
by a significant wave height of about Hs = 510 cm.
Now that all three marginal distributions, as well as the dependence structures between the considered parameters are
known, a trivariate FNAC model can be applied to estimate
the joint exceedance probabilities. According to the 1- and
2-dimensional cases, GoF tests are applied to identify appropriate Archimedean Copulas for the model. Here, the same
GoF tests as described in Sect. 3.1 are taken into account.
The first test compares theoretical and empirical joint nonexceedance probabilities. Theoretical probabilities are calculated with the Copulas in Table 1, whereas the Gumbel
Copula is used to combine the parameters S and F and the
Clayton, Frank and Gumbel Copulas are tested to incorporate
the third parameter Hs . Marginal distributions are KDFs for
the parameters S and F (as in Sect. 3.1) and a GEV for the
parameter Hs . Empirical joint non-exceedance probabilities
are calculated with an extension of Eq. (7) to the trivariate
case (e.g. Zhang and Singh, 2007), which reads:
FXY Z (xi ,yi ,zi ) = P (X ≤ xi ,Y ≤ yi ,Z ≤ zi )
i P
i P
i
P
Nmlp − 0.44
=

m=1 l=1 p=1

N + 0.12

(11)

The second GoF test is applied in the same way as described
in Sect. 3.1, but this time for the parameter pairs (F , Hs ) and
(S, Hs ), which both have a similar structure of dependence
and the same bivariate Copula in the FNAC model.
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Fig. 7. Q-Q-plot for the tide gauge of Hörnum with the theoretical
and empirical joint exceedance probabilities of the observed storm
surge events.

4
4.1

Results
Bivariate statistical analyses

Results from comparing theoretical and empirical joint probabilities for the parameters S and F are shown in Fig. 7 (only
for Hörnum) and Table 2 (for Cuxhaven and Hörnum). The
results in Fig. 7 highlight that the Gumbel Copula fits best to
the data set. The same conclusion is drawn from the results
presented in Table 2, where the RMSEs and the values for
the KS-statistic (i.e. the maximum distance between the theoretical and empirical joint probabilities) are shown for Cuxhaven and Hörnum. For both tide gauges the Gumbel Copula
leads to the smallest RMSEs and the smallest values for the
KS-statistic when all events are taken into account, as well
as when only extreme events (return period > 5 yr) are analysed. The Gumbel Copula is followed by the Frank Copula,
while the Clayton Copula leads to the largest RMSEs and the
largest values for the KS-statistic.
Results from a second and graphical based GoF test (see
Sect. 3.1) are shown in Fig. 8 (only for the tide gauge of
Hörnum). Again, the test results clearly point to the Gumbel
Copula to be the most appropriate one to calculate the joint
exceedance probabilities. It is the only Copula being able
to model the existent structure of dependence between the
parameters S and F with a clear tail dependency in the upper
right. The same is found for the tide gauge of Cuxhaven (not
shown here).
Thus, the Gumbel Copula as shown in Table 1 is chosen
for both gauges to calculate the joint exceedance probabilities of the available storm surge events (from the parameters
S and F ). Selected storm surges may directly be considered
as scenarios for event-based risk analyses. Therefore, the socalled “AND” case is considered and it is assumed that both
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/

Fig. 8. Results from a graphical based GoF test for the tide gauge of
Hörnum and for the Clayton Copula (top), the Frank Copula (middle) and the Gumbel Copula (bottom).

of the parameters S and F exceed a given value. The joint
exccedance probabilities are given by:
P (X > x ∧ Y > y)
= 1 − FX (x) − FY (y) + FXY (x,y)
= 1 − FX (x) − FY (y) + C [FX (x),FY (y)]

(12)
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Table 2. RMSEs and values for the KS-statistic from comparing theoretical and empirical joint probabilities (Cuxhaven | Hörnum).
Function
Clayton Copula
Frank Copula
Gumbel Copula

RMSE

RMSE
(extreme events*)

KS-statistic

KS-statistic
(extreme events*)

0.036 | 0.043
0.023 | 0.030
0.018 | 0.029

0.033 | 0.032
0.026 | 0.026
0.011 | 0.012

0.071 | 0.087
0.062 | 0.068
0.060 | 0.065

0.068 | 0.056
0.051 | 0.045
0.028 | 0.023

* Events with an empirical non-exceedance probability of Pu > 0.8 (equals a return period of 5 yr).

For other studies, for example when designing reservoirs
or performing safety checks, the “OR” case might also be interesting. It assumes that only one of the parameters exceeds
a given threshold, while the other parameter does not (see
e.g. Klein et al., 2008). The joint exceedance probabilities
are calculated as follows:
P (X > x ∨ Y > y)
= 1 − FXY (x,y) = 1 − C [FX (x),FY (y)]

(13)

The overall results from statistically analysing the available
storm surge events (observations + results from stochastic
storm surge simulation) are presented in Fig. 9 for Cuxhaven
(top) and Hörnum (bottom). For both gauges the marginal
distributions (i.e. KDFs) are shown in the figure as well the
contours of some relevant joint exceedance probabilities calculated with the Gumbel Copula. With the results it is easily
possible to estimate the exceedance probability of any given
storm surge event (either from stochastic simulation, empirical studies or numerical model runs) by taking into account
the two important storm surge parameters “highest turning
point” and “intensity”.
Furthermore, it is possible to extract a specified number of storm surge events with the same exceedance probability but different values for S and F . Hence, the selected events, although having the same exceedance probability, may have significantly different characteristics and
implications in terms of the flood risk. Figure 9 (right)
shows selected storm surge events for both of the considered tide gauges. All of these storm surges have a joint exceedance probability of Pe ≈ 0.001 [1/a] (i.e. a return period
of 1000 yr) and different values for S and F . For the tide
gauge of Hörnum for instance (Fig. 9, bottom), the storm
surge event shown in the middle panel on the right (red
curve) has a “highest turning point” of S = 468 cmNN and
an “intensity” of F = 529 [cm*min/1000]. The exceedance
probabilities for the marginal parameters are found to be
Pe,S = 0.0016 [1/a] (equals a return period of 625 yr) and
Pe,F = 0.0025 [1/a] (equals a return period of 400 yr). If
one would mistakenly assume independency between the parameters S and F , the joint exceedance probability would be
calculated by simply multiplying the exceedance probabilities of the margins and be Pe,independency = 0.000004 [1/a]
(equals a return period of 250 000 yr). Using this exceedance
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012

probability for a risk analysis would result in a significant underestimation of the flood risk. By assuming perfect dependency, the exceedance probability would be Pe,dependency =
0.0025 [1/a], resulting in an overestimation of the flood risk.
Only analysing the parameter S within a risk assessment also
leads to an overestimation of the flood risk.
For both tide gauges the “highest turning points” of the
three selected storm surge events vary by more than 50 cm
(Fig. 9, right). The events in the upper panels (blue curves)
have small values for S, but high values for F and long durations. In contrast, the storm surge curves in the lower panels
(green curves) have large values for S and small values for
F . This is because the surrounding high water levels (i.e.
the first and the third tidal high waters) are comparable low.
For some investigation areas (e.g. areas protected by dunes)
storm surges with characteristics as shown in the upper panels (i.e. small values for S, high values for F ) might have
serious implications for the coastal defence line (e.g. risk of
erosion) or for the hinterland. For other investigation areas,
storm surges with characteristics as shown in the lower panels (i.e. high values for S, small values for F ) might have
more devastating consequences.
Analysing various storm surge events with a specified exceedance probability but different characteristics might be
useful when performing flood risk analyses for investigation
areas where special protection is required (e.g. airports). In
Germany for instance, dikes in front of nuclear power plants
located in tidal influenced areas had to be designed to withstand a storm surge event with a return period of 10 000 yr
(KTA 2207, 2004). A design storm surge, causing the highest risk of flooding, can be reliably estimated by analysing a
larger number of 10 000-yr storm surge events with different
characteristics.
4.2

Trivariate statistical analyses

Trivariate statistical analyses are performed for stochastically
simulated storm surge events (transferred from Hörnum to
Westerland and represented by S and F ) and the important
wave parameter Hs . Table 3 shows the results from comparing trivariate theoretical joint probabilities (calculated with a
FNAC model as described in Sect. 3.3) and trivariate empirical joint probabilities. The storm surge parameters S and F
are combined with a Gumbel Copula as described in Sect. 3.1
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/
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Fig. 9. Results from statistically analysing the observed and stochastically simulated storm surge events for the tide gauges of Cuxhaven
(top) and Hörnum (bottom) based on KDFs (as marginal distributions) and the Gumbel Copula and selected simulated storm surge events
with a occurrence probability of Pe = 0.001 [1/a] (right).

and it is tested which Copula is most appropriate to incorporate Hs into the FNAC model. The results in Table 3 show
that the Gumbel Copula leads to the smallest RMSEs and the
smallest values for the KS-statistic, closely followed by the
Frank Copula. The Clayton Copula leads to the highest values. Hence, the GoF test suggests the FNAC model to jointly
analyse the parameters S, F and Hs to consist of two Gumbel
Copulas.
However, conclusions drawn from the second GoF test are
different. Figure 10 shows that merely the Frank Copula is
able to model the existent structures of dependence between
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/

the parameter pairs (F,Hs ) (left) and (S,Hs ) (right). Simulation results from the Clayton Copula show strong tail dependence in the lower left, which is not present in the observations. Simulation results from the Gumbel Copula in contrast
show strong tail dependence in the upper right. Such a dependence structure exists for the parameter pair (S,F ) (see
e.g. Fig. 1), but not for the pairs (F,Hs ) and (S,Hs ). Furthermore, the lower right panel in Fig. 10 shows an outlier in
the upper left corner. Hence, this graphical GoF test strongly
suggests the Frank Copula could be considered as a second
Copula to construct the FNAC model.
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Table 3. RMSEs and values for the KS-statistic from comparing theoretical and empirical trivariate joint probabilities (S, F and Hs ) for
Westerland.
Function

RMSE

RMSE
(extreme events*)

KS-statistic

KS-statistic
(extreme events*)

Clayton Copula
Frank Copula
Gumbel Copula

0.059
0.039
0.033

0.047
0.036
0.020

0.147
0.116
0.106

0.083
0.061
0.031

* Events with an empirical non-exceedance probability of Pu > 0.8 [1/a ] (equals a return period of 5 yr).

As the Frank Copula leads to good results with both GoF
tests, the FNAC model is constructed based on a Gumbel and
a Frank Copula. First, the parameters S and F are analysed
based on a bivariate Gumbel Copula. This Copula is subsequently considered as a marginal distribution and a Frank
Copula (as shown in Table 1) is used to incorporate the parameter Hs into the model. In Fig. 11, results from bivariate
and trivariate statistical analyses for the tide gauge of Westerland are compared. The parameters S and F are taken into
account for the bivariate analysis (black contours in Fig. 11).
For the trivariate analysis S, F and a significant wave height
of Hs = 400 cm (red contours in Fig. 11) are considered.
The exceedance probability for Hs = 400 cm is found to be
Pe,Hs = 0.37 [1/a], which equals a return period of approximately 2.7 yr (see Fig. 6). Figure 11 shows that incorporating Hs into the model reduces the exceedance probabilities for specific storm surge events compared to the bivariate analysis. As an example, a storm surge event with S =
425 cmNN and F = 468 [cm*min/1000] represents a 1000yr event (Pe = 0.001 [1/a]) for the tide gauge of Westerland
(with Pe,S = 0.0013 [1/a] and Pe,F = 0.0035 [1/a]). When
taking into account a significant wave height of Hs = 400 cm,
the same storm surge event has an exceedance probability
of Pe = 0.00078 [1/a] (equals a return period of approximately 1280 yr). Again, mistakenly assuming the independent case for all three parameters would lead to a significant
underestimation of the flood risk (Pe,independent = 0.0000017
[1/a]; return period approx. 590 000 yr). Assuming perfect dependency would lead to a significant overestimation
(Pe,dependent = 0.37 [1/a]; return period approx. 2.7 yr).
As it has been outlined in Sect. 3.3, Copulas may theoretically be extended to the d-dimensional case to include
further parameters into the statistical assessment. However,
this implies more constraints (if a FNAC model or a PNAC
model is used), higher uncertainties and increased computational requirements. Here, the two important storm surge
parameters S and F and the wave parameter Hs are considered. Alternatively the wave period T could be used instead
of the wave height Hs .
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4.3 Uncertainty assessment
Especially when analysing extreme storm surge events, the
uncertainties of the statistical assessment are considerable
high. In the following, the uncertainties involved in the described methodology are briefly discussed and examples of
how to quantify the key uncertainties are provided.
There are two main sources of uncertainties that need to be
addressed when applying the presented methodology. First,
uncertainties emerge from estimating the structure of dependence or the Copula parameter θ, respectively, from a random sample of the considered parameters. By calculating
95 %-confidence bounds of the Copula parameter, uncertainties of the exceedance probabilities for selected storm surge
events may be quantified. Taking the storm surge event from
the upper panel (blue curve) for Hörnum from Fig. 9 as an example, the exceedance probability is found to be Pe = 0.001
[1/a] (0.00091 | 0.00104). The numbers in brackets represent the uncertainty range (95 %-confidence level), resulting from varying the Copula parameter (θ = 1.83±0.25[−]).
For the trivariate case, uncertainties may be quantified in the
same way when a second Copula (with a second Copula parameter θ) is used to incorporate the wave parameter Hs .
A second key uncertainty emerges from the fact that the
multivariate statistical analyses in this study are based on
stochastically simulated storm surge events. As described
by Wahl et al. (2011b) different filter functions are applied
within the simulations, whereas one of these filters affects
the statistical analyses presented here. This filter function
removes very extreme events (with water levels exceeding a
given threshold) from the simulation results. The water levels
which have been chosen are considered currently physically
possible for the investigation areas. Thresholds of 651 cmNN
(as a result from a large number numerical model runs) and
513 cmNN (as a result from extensive empirical studies) are
used for Cuxhaven and Hörnum, respectively. Choosing different thresholds would affect the results of the statistical
analyses presented here. The uncertainties for the threshold values are 603 cmNN to 673 cmNN for Cuxhaven and
444 cmNN to 537 cmNN for Hörnum (see Wahl et al., 2011b
and literature referenced in there). By choosing the upper
and lower values as thresholds for the stochastic simulation,
the related uncertainties in the statistical analyses may be
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/
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Fig. 10. Results from a graphical based GoF test for the tide gauge of Westerland by considering the Clayton Copula (top), the Frank Copula
(middle), the Gumbel Copula (bottom) and the parameter pairs (F,Hs ) (left) and (S,Hs ) (right).

quantified. Taking the storm surge event in the upper panel
(blue curve) for Hörnum from Fig. 9 as an example again,
the exceedance probability is found to be Pe = 0.001 [1/a]
(0.00034 | 0.0011). The numbers in brackets represent uncertainties resulting from varying the thresholds within the
stochastic simulations. The uncertainty range is much larger
compared to the uncertainty range resulting from varying
the Copula parameter. Both of the described key uncertainties may affect the results of the statistical assessment at the

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/12/495/2012/

same time. Thus, they have to be superimposed to capture
the whole range and the exceedance probability (with uncertainties) for the example storm surge from Fig. 9 becomes
Pe = 0.001 [1/a] (0.00025 | 0.00114).
Further uncertainties result from fitting univariate distribution functions to the marginal parameters and from choosing certain bivariate or trivariate models. These uncertainties
are not quantified and only briefly discussed in the following. For the parameters S and F Kernel Density Functions
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the results from bivariate statistical analyses
for the parameters S and F and trivariate analyses for the parameters
S, F and Hs (with Hs = 400 cm).

are considered as marginal distributions, assuring a good fit
to the available data sets. Uncertainties may arise for very
extreme events from instabilities due to the limited number
of events. However, when considering 10 million scenarios,
storm surges with exceedance probabilities Pe > 5.0 × 10−6
[1/a] are not affected. A parametric univariate distribution
function (namely the GEV) is used here for the marginal parameter Hs . The uncertainties from fitting the distribution
to the data set are expected to be small compared to the
key uncertainties discussed above. Furthermore, moderate
wave conditions (in terms of the return periods) are usually
taken into account when defining scenarios (storm surges +
wave conditions) for integrated risk analyses. Here, a significant wave height of 400 cm and with a return period of
approx. 2.7 yr is used as an example. Finally, fitting bivariate
and trivariate models to the available data sets involves uncertainties. Here, two GoF tests are applied to choose proper
Copula functions and to minimise the uncertainties.
5

Conclusions

In this paper a Copula based approach to statistically analyse storm surges and wind waves is presented. A bivariate statistical model is applied to jointly analyse the important storm surge parameters “intensity” and “highest turning
point”. Especially when performing integrated risk analyses,
where breach models are applied to identify the initial conditions for flooding of the hinterland and potential losses are
quantified, the “intensity” of a storm surge (as a proxy for
the energy input into the defence structures) has significant
implications. Many of the bivariate models available from
literature suffer from restrictions and constraints regarding
the underlying data sets in terms of the dependence or the
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 12, 495–510, 2012

marginal distributions. Copulas in contrast are very flexible
and can handle dependent parameters with mixed marginal
distributions. Moreover, it is possible to construct higher dimensional Copula models to incorporate further important
parameters. In the present study, the bivariate model is extended to the trivariate case to additionally take into account
the significant wave height Hs as one of the most important
wave parameters. A fully nested Archimedean Copula approach is applied to construct a trivariate model. Alternatively other wave parameters, such as the wave period, may
be analysed instead of (or theoretically also in addition to)
the significant wave height. To outline the transferability of
the model, results from the bivariate analyses are presented
for two different investigation areas in the German Bight (i.e.
Cuxhaven and Hörnum). The trivariate analyses focus on the
investigation area Westerland on the west side of Sylt Island,
for which wind waves represent a considerable loading factor. The results presented in Sect. 4 highlight that Copula
functions are valuable for statistical assessments (especially
within event-based risk analyses), as they are flexible and can
analyse a larger number of important parameters. This leads
to realistic exceedance probabilities and contributes to improving the overall results from integrated flood risk analyses, as for example performed within the German XtremRisK
project for the city of Hamburg and Sylt Island.
Future work to improve the multivariate model(s) may
focus on the incorporation of further GoF tests, especially
when higher dimensional Copula models are applied. This
assures an objective and reliable model selection. Although
Copulas provide valuable features compared to traditional
multivariate approaches, the adoption of certain models to
certain data sets still includes considerable uncertainties. If
more than two parameters are jointly analysed, further higher
dimensional models might be taken into account as an alternative to the FNAC model used for the present study. Some
of the models discussed in Sect. 3.3 (and further approaches
described in literature) are more flexible and do not require
the marginal parameters to fulfil special criteria as it is the
case with the FNAC model.
However, the presented results highlight that Copulas represent a promising alternative to address various multivariate
problems. While they are nowadays widely used in hydrology (and other research fields), it is hoped that some of the
above remarks and examples will contribute to establish Copulas also in the coastal research and engineering sector.
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